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Vinyl Cutter Overview
GraphTec CE6000-60 Vinyl Cutter

● Cuts up to 24” x 16.4’
● Contour Cut Pre-Printed Graphics

Today we’ll answer these questions

● What’s it for?
● What are the options for WLS cutter use?
● How does it work?
● How do I use the software?
● Where do I get help and support?



What’s it for?
Text or Graphics

● Functional
● Decorative
● Labels and directions
● Decals
● Stencils

○ Paint mask
○ Glass etch mask

● Colors are cut 
singly and then 
layered

● Print on vinyl, then contour cut



Libraries can

● aake an appointment to use the cutter and WLS removable indoor 
vinyl for $4.00/linear foot

● make an appointment and use the cutter and bring their own 
supplies. Amazon has vinyl in a variety of colors

● place requests for WLS staff to cut vinyl signage or decals for 
$10.00/linear foot (24″ wide)

● Request through the help desk or contact Allison Midgley

Full details on the  IT Wiki Vinyl Cutter Information

What are the options for WLS cutter use?

http://it.westchesterlibraries.org/services-2/westchester-library-system-leader-lab/wls-vinyl-cutter/


How does it work? Step 1: Setup
1. Turn on the cutter
2. Load vinyl

○ Load roll vinyl from the back with the 
loose end off the top of the roll 

○ Line up the front edge of the vinyl with 
the grooves closest to the cutter bar

○ Adjust the push rollers if needed,
½” from side edge of the media

○ Hold the roll while you pull gently 
but firmly taut

○ Lift the media set lever
○ Choose 2. Roll, current position. The 

3. Turn on the laptop and log in. 
Connect to wifi if needed.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZjAWqhd_Ck8


How do I use the GraphTec Studio software?



How do I use the GraphTec Studio software?



How does it work? Step 2: GraphTec Studio
After the vinyl is loaded

1. Open GraphTec Studio
2. In the Display or New Document, 

Set the page size to match the media
○ For roll media, use the poll size 

or
○ Open roll-layout.gstudio 

or
○ Set size to 23.023x196.850

3. Go to View > Rotate > 270 degrees
○ This will line up the work space and the Finish preview
○ Zoom in and scroll to see the arrows in the bottom right 

corner. This is where you will align your graphics or text.



How does it work? Step 3A: Add Graphics
1. Import or copy/paste a graphic into the media workspace
2. Click on the graphic

○ Dimensions display on the outside edge of the graphic
○ Click and drag the graphic to move it
○ Click and drag a corner or side “handle” to resize
○ Click and drag the green circle to rotate

3. Double-click the graphic and drag the corners to crop
4. Move the graphic to the arrows at the bottom right corner of 

the media workspace
5. Right-click or use the Object menu for more options

**see below**



How do I Create a Graphic in GraphTec?



How do I Align?
● Go to Object > 

Align



How do I arrange shapes?
● Select an object
● Go to Object > 

Arrange



How do I change spacing?
● Select the objects
● Go to Object>Spacing



1. Move text to the arrows at the bottom right corner of the media workspace
2. For best cutting results, an object’s fill color and line color should match
3. In the Text Setup Tool, choose a font and size
4. Set the Line Color and the Fill Color to black
5. In the left-hand Toolbox, choose the Text Tool. Click in the workspace and 

type the text.
6. When finished, click in a blank space.
7. To make adjustments, click once to edit the graphic. Click twice to edit the 

text itself.

How does it work? Step 3B: Add Text



How do I create text? More details
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How does it work? Step 4: Set Trace
1. Click Select Trace Area
2. Select the objects
3. Deselect High Pass Filter

Cuts will appear on EITHER edge of 
a marked yellow area

4. Click Trace 3

Be sure there is only ONE trace 
when you open in Finish Preview. 

If you click the trace button more than 
once, be sure to delete any traces that you 
don’t want or the machine will cut them.



How does it work? Step 5: Preview and Cut
A. Click Finish Preview 
B. Choose multiples by

a. Row
b. Column

C. Open the cutters window
a. Wait for Status Ready
b. Verify condition 1 is set
c. Click Send to Cutter

A B C



Tips and Tricks
● Check your vinyl size in 

Graphtec Studio. Be sure it 
matches what’s in the cutter.

● If using roll vinyl, in Graphtec 
Studio, set the size and then

○ Rotate 270 degrees
○ Zoom in and scroll to see the screen 

in the same position it will appear in 
the preview.

● Import or paste in graphics, use 
the GraphTec software to create 
text decals

1. Release the media set lever
2. Use the utility blade and 

cutting 
groove to cut the decal off the 
roll

3. Re-tape the roll and return it 
to the box

Finishing



How does it work? Apply the decal

1. Use weeding tools to remove all the 
vinyl that you DON’T want

2. Apply masking tape or transfer paper 
tape to the FRONT of the decal

3. Carefully remove the backing
4. Align the decal on the surface

**Use caution and planning when adhering to glass 
surfaces. It sticks immediately and cannot be shifted.**

5. Remove the tape or transfer paper



Heat Transfer Vinyl (HTV) Essentials
● Make iron-on fabric transfers
● Load vinyl in the cutter dull side up
● Cut in mirror image - After creating and tracing your 

design, in the preview, select Mirror>Horizontal - 
TRIPLE CHECK!

● Save a piece of adhesive cover so you can stick 
small bits of weeded vinyl to it as you go to prevent 
them from getting stuck on the design and ironed on.

Siser Easy-Weed HTV
Cutter Settings:
Tool: CB09U+0
Blade: 45°
Gram Force: 8-9
Speed: 30 cm/s

Application instructions (home iron)
● Peel carrier hot or cold
● Set iron dial between Cotton and Linen
● Cover design with Kraft paper or non-stick cover sheet
● Place on flat, hard surface (ironing board not recommended)
● Press iron with medium/firm pressure (do not slide iron)
● Press each section of design for 10-15 seconds
● If areas of design lift after application, replace cover sheet and 

re-press for 5-10 seconds

Application Instructions (heat press)
● Peel carrier hot or cold
● Cut in reverse
● Weed excess material
● Preheat garment for 2-3 seconds
● Apply design at 305°F/150°C
● Use medium pressure for 10-15 seconds

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B07DY1DF45/ref=ox_sc_sfl_title_1?ie=UTF8&psc=1&smid=A39E924PS7XOR


Design Tips
● Be bold
● Be brief
● Be consistent
● Bring contrast

Look at your design from a distance. What catches your eye?

What stands out?
What identifies it as 
your library or brand?



Help and Support
WLS IT Wiki Vinyl Cutter Help

GraphTec Video Help

Graphic Design on Lynda.com

Allison Midgley
914-231-3221
amidgley@wlsmail.org

http://it.westchesterlibraries.org/services-2/westchester-library-system-leader-lab/wls-vinyl-cutter/
https://www.graphtecamerica.com/cp-faq-video-ce6000
https://www.lynda.com/Graphic-Design-tutorials/Graphic-Design-Tips-Tricks-Weekly/365959-2.html
mailto:amidgley@wlsmail.org

